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table 1:
Essence of discussion
Title (topic) , description, rating

Institutional
Quality criteria with template

Develop rebric to define course site quality
-where things should be in an LMS
-could be in promotion and tenure

develop template in LMS (consistent) 0 buttons, materials

enroll faculty in site with details of template
-faculty voice in creation
-reasoning behind each 

benefits:
structure for LMS
ease of use (fac and stu)
easier for new faculty
best strategies from experienced faculty
increased student satisfaction
increased admin awareness of quality (admin are often separated from knowing quality)

limitations:
confining – academic freedeom perception
funds required to establish
time consuming on front end
political process
how to determine flexibility within template

rating: 4 (5?)
takes time to save time.  Impact after initial investment.

Solves the problem that there are several LMSs (legacy, new, home grown) – no consistency, no assurance of quality.  Rather than each instructor grapple with answering quality, the template shows quality example.

Phil’s $0.02: Our students asked for this specifically (common course template).

Can allow for some flexibility.  Can eb used to limit tech support (if you use the template, we will help you; otherwise you are on your own). Tthe resource template is comprehensive.  Must be maintained.

Table 2:
Hollywood  The matrix of revision
How to pull it together
Online matrix to manage revision process – course content, academic policies, tech support and updates, instructional designers, textbook changes, student information – student evaluation, student learning outcomes.

This would all be on a template – central, automated.  Cross-disciplinary.  

Limitations:
Institutional support – must be set up centrally.
Faculty lose some control over revision process
Institutional policies

Rating: 3 – 4
Reduces faculty workload (shared work with others)
Negotiations – may not be smooth to set this up.

Does not have to be institutionally oriented – the faculty could set this up – perhaps a collection resource for individuals.  Tech support questions rarely get back to faculty when students have problems.  Problems are never fixed because feedback is not given.
Must have a process – there needs to be a way to prioritize resources to resolve top issues.


TABLE 3: 
Revisions
Another view of the challenges above
Collect and analyze quantitiave data 
Interactions, time on task, days, performance on exams.  Institutional commitment – when students are not successful (drop out), this becomes a driver for revision for course.

Textbooks used, faculty desire are drivers of change.  Quantitative / student performance is ANOTHER driver of revision.

What questions are being asked – does the course “work”? are the students learning? How can time be saved?



Focus revision resources to address impact – concept, skill should be improved in future years. Reduce faculty time on topics that are problematic of students

Limitations:
Data collected by current systems?
Available for analysis?
Valid?
Who will analyze?
What is benchmark?
Faculty resistance – autonomy?

Rating: 3 – 4.

This is not typical for campus courses.

Phil’s $0.02: many web servers collect lots of data, but few people ever analyze this data.

Lots of  “data”, faculty not able to translate data into information that can be used to improve course.  Much data is not captured by computer (e.g printed information).

Predictor of success: student perception of themselves. 9 things that students struggle with; student feedback can help refocus the course.

Thesis work on information retrieval.  Automatic indexing of discussions – which words are dominant, who is producing them; how it is changing over courses over time. WebBoard is the discussion board tool.

Is this being done for traditional courses?  
Data collected is multifaceted – must consider the source of data and the use of data.

TABLE 4: REVISIONS
Voting tools in course for feedback.  Content specific.  Surveys and discussions (2 ways.

Instructor makes the discussion guidelines, anonymous voting.  Example: near end of course – each student proposes the most important thing they learned.  Then students vote (rank order, Thurston scaling on interval scale).  20-40 students.  Perhaps 100 items in a course.  The resulting scale may be different from what the instructor thought they were teaching.  Instructor can use this to help revise course.

The discussion can influence the rankings by students



Surveys should change during course:
Reduce complaints
Align instructor technique with student perpception
mid-course revision


limits
design expert
monitoring
software LMS; add on
application not appropriate for all disciplines
small classes

ratings: 3

FACULTY cohorts:
Team approach to revising a course.
Inter faculty discussion, support from other faculty
8-10 faculty 
can be departmental or interdisciplinary

benefits:
no isolation
more resources
department can change as a result of this system
fits virtual resource center
perspective on each course

limits:
incentive needed
institutional commitment for design, leadership team
time management
no students

rate: 4 (3.7)
Faculty will work together on revision and authoring.  

Some institutions may not have departments that do not get along.  Might be interpreted as “we will fix all of the problems”.  Automated version of the Delphi process.

Some institutions have 3 LMSs with varying capabilities. Others have a single system.  Introduce discussion systems into face to face courses.  Do not need to transfer entire course; it is an evolutionary process.  Invite other faculty to sit in on courses – apprenticeship.  Distance students and campus students can be incorporated into the same discussions as campus students.

TABLE 5: TEACHING
Focus – managing threaded discussions

Specific – 60 students in online course – focus on 1 thread, discuss that.  The instructor reads the reflection:


Set clear expectations up front on how the discussion threads work, and the purpose.  This si the substance of the course; motivate students about course content.

Expectations of student and faculty involvement.  Do faculty respond to EVERY posting? No.  If faculty does all interactions, students will do less.

Clear definitions of quality (rubric, statement, examples)

Well defined subject line on each posting.

In reflection of students: summarize discussion, describe your own best contribution to discussion (include a quote), describe something new your learned.

Benefits:
Active learning
Focused
Student clarity
Motivation
Retention
Fewer email questions

Limitations:
Different types of courses – fact based courses vs. discussion focused courses

Learning outcome goals

Student driven discussion may introduce errors, misperceptions.  The moderator must be able to review and guide/refocus discussion

Training faculty to change roles

Training students to reflect on learning, not just content.

Establishing groups – struggle to make sure that issues are relevant, and are defined around the learning objectives.  Make sure it is not a waste of time – “we just shared bad information”.

Alternative: measure 1 response per group (not per student)

Rating: 3 – 4, depending on how much time you spend on discussions

Example: 280 student biology course.  2 forums – logistical and content.  People turn in questions from class.  What can facilitate learning.  

Discussion means different things.

Phil’s $0.02: separate logistical/administration from content.  


May further separate by textbook, assignment, etc. May award points for students who respond to help questions.

Phil uses student peer evaluations for students who say who helped them achieve the course objectives. (select up to 5 students who helped you on this portion of the course).  Similar methods have been used in campus courses, and may be qualitative or quantitative.

Student self-evaluation of quality using a rubric.  Faculty scans discussion and checks discussion as a quality check.  Some students evaluate differently from faculty.


TABLE 6: AUTHORING
(changing to designing) – are you recreating the wheel?
Usually you take existing resources (textbook, etc.) and defining the methods for students to learn and interact with materials.

Strategy: establish norms – letting students know what expectations are for students and instructor

Exaplanation: determining specific expectations
Time online
How to contact
What to expect,
Amount of participation
Respond to emails
Technology used / training
How course is comparable to face to face course
Separate technical from content support

Benefits:
Reduce student questions, complaints, especially questions that could have been resolved at the front end.
Eg – email every 10 minutes because no response.
Establish culture for student and instructor to know that timeline is known (e.g. 24 hour email response, days for grading)
Better rapport  - expect one thing, get something else.


Limitations: difficult to predict what will happen in course
Not all can be determined
Assuring that students are aware of these norms
Cross curricular differences. (easy within a single course)

Rating: 3-4.
Depending on how much time it saves, and how much it improves student perception
Devote more time to critical issues.


Alternative: Hold students accountable for knowing this information.  Deduct points for questions that are already answered in syllabus!  Add points for new questions.  Shifts responsibility to learner to refer to their resources.  Email communication eats up faculty time.

 typos are included.  You get a bonus point for every typo that you find.

Further exploration – continue projects, workshops to get data. 

What about new categories?  Evaluation of student performance (outcomes).

Set this aside; consider another approach to capture these strategies. Online? Mini-conference focused on this topic (at Penn).  Contact if you are interested in this – more will be on the Sloan-C listserv as it becomes available.

Comments:
Good process, timing is rushed.
Demonstration would be helpful for several of these methods that are currently in use.

WWW address will be visible on this screen soon.
You’re welcome 


